
‘in the streets’

Today our topic is …



Read the words. Match the words to the pictures.

Traffic lights 

Zebra crossing

Bridges 

Tunnel 

Bus lane

Level crossing

Cycle lane

Bus stop

Pavement 

Road sign Traffic lightsCycle laneLevel crossingPavement Bus laneZebra crossingRoad signBus stopBridges Tunnel 



Match the words to the items in the pictures. Listen and check.

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

9 10

Traffic lights 

Zebra crossing

Bridges 

Tunnel 

Bus lane

Level crossing

Cycle lane

Bus stop

Pavement 

Road sign

Which of these are 
there in your local 

area?

In my local area 
there are traffic 
lights, but there 

isn’t a zebra 
crossing.



Read the title of the text 
and look at the pictures. 

What do you think is 
happening?



Learn new words.

channel hop

real-life

documentary

reality show

feature

video footage

police car

hand-held camera

focus on

road crime

catchy title

narrator

draw

viewer

voice-over

suspect

pedestrian

injured

U-turn

oncoming traffic

cut sb off

переключать 
каналы

реалистичный

документальный 
фильм

реалити-шоу

показывать (на 
экране)

отснятый 
видеоматериал
полицейский 
автомобиль

портативная камера

сосредоточиться

дородно-транспортное 
нарушение

броское название

рассказчик

тянуть, тащить

зритель

голос за кадром

подозреваемый

пешеход

раненый

разворот

встречное движение

подрезать к-л (на 
машине)



Listen and read to find out.

Mark the statements as true or 
false. Correct the false 
statements.

Statements

true
false
false

true
true

false

The video footage is from cameras in police cars, 
helicopters, and sometimes from hand-held cameras, too.

It shows road crime and bad driving.

The police go over the level crossing to cut him off at 
the end of the tunnel.



Match the words with their meanings.

Real-life

Video footage

Popular 

Documentary 

Feature 

Police car

Reality show

Road crime

Focus on

Hand-held camera

Liked by a lot of people

Not fictional

Film/programme about a subject based on fact

TV show about real people/situations

To show, to present

Film taken by a video camera

Vehicle that police use

A small video camera that you hold in your hand

To concentrate on, to deal with in depth

Crime using a motor vehicle



Draw 

Viewer 

Suspect 

Catchy title

Narrator 

Pedestrian 

Voice-over

U-turn

Oncoming traffic

Injured 

Name that is easy to remember

Person talking over a TV show/film

To make sb interested in sth

Sb who watches a TV programme

Words that are spoken be a narrator
Person that the police think has committed a 

crime
Person walking in a city/town

Hurt 
The action of turning suddenly and moving in the 

opposite direction
Line of cars etc that is coming towards sb

Match the words with their meanings.



Channel hop

Speed 

Shocked 

Cut sb off

Surprised, stunned

To drive fast
To stop sb from moving forward by placing 

yourself in their way
To move from one channel on TV to another to 

find sth good to watch

Match the words with their meanings.


